can you stand by and
natch the genocide
in East Timor1
WHATEVER PARTY WINS THE DECEMBER ^ELECTIONS, SUCHA

WHATEVtH w']|Job|L/sat/on WILL BE NEEDED.

A 4. INDONESIAN FORCES OUT OF EAST TIMOR
.

NOW!- •

RECOGNISE THE DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF
EAST TIMOR!

CUT ALL MILITARY AND ECONOMIC TIES WITH
THE INDONESIAN GENERALS!

c

PROTEST RALLY

' WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 17, 4.30 p.m. - .

OUTSIDE INDONESIAN CONSULATE, 6 Bridge
'

St., Sidney.

Prominent speakers, Including Fretilin
representative.
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mor information Bulletin N°
On Pearl Harbor Day - December 7, 1975- the Indonesian generate
launched aMl-Bcale attack on the peacefulcity ofDill, EmtTimor. This
followed two months of attacks over the border.

Over a thousand troops landed in small boats from

WITH TAXPAYERS' MONEY, ABB DUE TO
LEAVE DARWIN FOR TIMOR. THEY WILL BE
FLOWN BY INDONESIAN CREWS, WITH
INDONESIAN MARKINGS AND EQUIPPED

the warships.

WITH ROCKET PADS.

At dawn twelve Indonesian warships began to

pour thousands of shells into Dili. Waves of
paratroopers were dropped from Indonesian planes.

The Indonesians shot women and children,

mainly Chinese, in the streets. They dragged them

from churches where they had taken refuge, and
shot them on the spot.

,'his caretaker government, through ASlO,
attempted to force radio operators in Darwin to

ignore messages from Timor. Messages to asd
organisations were not passed on.. They tried to

Timorese the previous two days. But the Chinese
remained, trusting their neutrality would be

force the operators to sign the secrecy act to not
reveal these messages. Only when theyrefused, and
contacted their union, was this scandal exposed.

nationals - and the Taiwanese Consulate was the

independent listening post.

The East Timorese leaders r.a<* evacuated most

respected, ironically, they were mainly Taiwan

Unions in Darwin are now setting up their own,

only foreign presence in Dili.
But despite this brutal attack, the courageous

The caretaker government hasignored pleas from
East Timor for evacuation ofwounded, women and

Timorese soldiers and people still held two-thirds of

children, and for food and medical aid.

But as the Indonesian generals pour in more

The caretaker government knew .of .the coming
invasion days before - and did nothing to stop it-

no doubt seize Dili. Butthey will never conquer the

condemned the invasion and called for an end to

Dili on the evening of December 9.

troops and continue their heavy bombing, they will
mountains or the people.

The Indonesian generals have begun a genocidal
war 400 miles from Darwin. They have sworn to kit
ail Fretilin members - 200,000 out of 650,000 total

Many Labor parliamentarians have strongly

military and economic aid to Indonesia, and for

immediate humanitarian aid to East Timor.

Unfortunately, Mr. Whitiam has not spoken up. He
continues to excuse t^e Indonesian aggressors, and

population.

only "deplores" the invasion.

WE CANNOT SIT BAC^ AMD WATCH THIS

organisations, the Australian Union of Students and

kSSACRE!

American President Ford and Henry Kissinger

visited 1ndonesiaon December 6- onlyhours before
the invasion. Kissinger said that the US
"understood the Indonesian position . The

American government on December 8and9held up
a visa for East Timor leaders for two days, as they

were trying tofly tothe United Nations in New York.

Now they are working with Indonesia to stop a

strong African-sponsored resolution passing the
Security Council demanding immediate withdrawal
of Indonesian troops-

The Fraser government has refused to strongly
condemn the Invasion. They "donotcondone if\ or
"regret the turn of events". But they still intend, if
elected on Decsmbsr 13. to continue military aid.
ON DECEMBER 12, TWO AUSTRALIANBUILT UOUAD PLANES, A GIFT TO THE
INDONESIAN GOVERNMENT, PAID FOR

4

It has been the, trade unions, church and aid

ordinary Australians alone who have acted.
Maritime unions have totally bannedalltradewith
Indonesia. Workers at the Commonwealth Aircraft
Corporation in Melbourne have banned any work on
Sabre jet engines and Nomad aircraft for Indonesia.
Calls for an end to alt economic and military asdrto
Indonesia have comefrom mostunions throughout
the country. Churches of all denominations have
strongly condemned the invasion.

But many of us cannot directly affect trade vith
Indonesia.

We can however, mobilise and become active
workers for the East Timorese people: We need a

lonq-term commitment from thousands of
Australians, similar to the mobilisation against the
war in Vietnam in the (ate 'sixties.

WHATEVER PARTY WINS THE DECEMBER M
ELECTIONS, SUCH A MOBILISATION Witt dfc
NEEDED.

Printed and authorised by the Campaign for independent East Timor, First floor, 232 Castlereagh St., Sydney
(phone:26 1701).

DONATIONS ARE URGENTLY NEEDED TO CARRY ON THE CAMPAIGNA
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THE .'DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF EAST TIMOR IS'

At

232 Castlereagh St.,
Sydney -NSW-2000
December 4

BORN '

j
\

.;

5.55 pm on Friday, November 28, the Democratic Republic of

East Timor was proclaimed in Dili,* the capital of the new Repub lib.
The following day, Francisco Xavier do Amaral was

the^ republic's first

sworn in as

President. Hours of wild celebration in

Dili followed the installation of

the President.

President Xavier expressed the will of the people when he said,
" if we must fight and. die for our freedom, we will now do so

as free men,"For :on the day independence was declared Indonesian,
soldiers captured the town of Atabae after days of shelling by
warships off the coast,and an amphibious landing of five tanks*

On Monday ,December 1, President Xavier

swore in the

republic's

first government. The positions are as follows :
Prime Minister: Nicolau dos Reis Lobato

Minister of State and Political Affairs: Mari Alcatiri

Minister of State and Economic and Social Affairs: Abilio Arauj©
Minister of Economy and Statistics: Jose Goncalves
Minister of Communications and Transport: Anjos de Ribeiro
Minister of Works and Services: Vicente dos Reis

Minister of External Affairs and Information: Jose Ramos Horta
Minister of Justice: Antonio Duarte Carvarino

Minister of Interior and National Security: Alarico Fernandes
Minister of Defence: Rogerio Lobato
Minister of Finance: Juvenal Inacio

Minister of Education and Culture: Hamis Bassarewan

In a cable to the CIET announcing the new government, the Minister
for Foreign Affairs,Jose Ramos Hbrta said . "The threat of a fullscale
invasion by Indonesia has increased in the past 24 hours,with
its announcement that East Timor must be considered a no man's land*
This was followed by an APODSTI declaration that 'East Timor would
be reunited with Indonesia by Christmas'. Indonesia had
promised its full support. "

Indonesian Foreign Minister Adam Malik said at Atambua,in Indonesian
Timor on December 2: "Diplomacy is finished. It is now up to the
people of East Timor. "

He told the le-ders of the puppet UDT and AP03ETI parties:"You are
racing against time and you face a tough struggle ahead. However,

you need not worry ,we will give you our full support,quietly or

openly, Nov/ we meet in Atambua ,and soon we shall meet again in
Dili. I expect you to invite me to come to Dili soon*
"The solution to the Timor problem is now in the front line of
battle."
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The same day,.,UDT President Lopez da Cruz announced thaVa

provisional-Indonesian administration had been established in
the'two villages "liberated" by Indonesian forces.

In Australia, the caretaker Prime Minister Malcolm Fraser refused
to commit himself on Indonesian aggression against East Timor.

Although his caretaker government had power to act m emergency

situations, he refused to acknowledge that Indonesia was an aggressor

or planning.a fullspale invasion. "I'd like to see what happens",
he said.

The Australian Government is sponsoring with Portug^'Indon^ja' fnp
Malaysia,Thailand ,and other ASEAN countries a resolution calling for
a United Nations team to go to East Timor and begin negotiations
between all parties.,

The, caretaker Foreign Minister Andrew Peacock said he refused to ^
recognise either the declaration of independence or the"declaration
by the pro-Indonesian puppet parties incorporating East Timor in
Indonesia.

The former Labor Party;Minister for the Capital Territory,Gordon

Bryant accused Mr. Peacock of deserting the East Timorese People.

Peacock objected to Fretilin's politics, he said,and "he had there
fore written off the East Timorese people.

"The Liberal Party's record of support of rightwing dictatorships,
prejudices any hope for action in 1975."
Mr
Ken Frv ., Labor MHR K„„0(i
for ACT,
welcomed the declaration of _
Mr. Aen^iy ., ^™ »
nnv future Labor government would
independence and said he hoped any luxure

xjiuu* &

recognise the new Republic.The declaration would strengthen the
unity of the East Timorese people behind Fretilin.

Former Labor Prime Minister Gough Whitlam failed to;cond^mn.Indo';^"
ian aggression. All he said in reply to a question ma ^interview
that "obviously Australia could not respond to any Indonesian invasion.
."Nobody would go to war over it ... that's a blunt,truthful answer
and no political leader would give you another answer.

'No one—including Fretilin— have suggested Australian troops should

be sent. What has been demanded by Labor parliamentarians,trade unions,

churchtstudent and aid organisations is that the Australian government

shouid condemn Indonesian aggression and recognise the »em°cr/^

S^public of East Timor and support East Timor in the United Nations.
The Australian Council of Trade Unions (ACTU),at an executive meeting
before Neveabe* 28 supported East Timor's right to independence,cond
emned Indonesian aggression and proposed affiliated unions meet to
discuss action.lt also called for increased humanitarian aid by
the Australian government and trade unions.

All Australian maritime unions have placed a total ban on all Indenesina
ships .and all military supplies being shipped to Indonesia,eVen if not

^Indonesian ships. Melbourne Waterside Workers Federation: Uockers) have
banned all cargo being shipped to Indonesia no matter ^at Xlag the
ship is flying.In Sydney,maritime unions will consider a total ban
on trade with Indonesia if aggression escalates.
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The Australian Roman Catholic Bishops' Commission for Peace and

Justice condemned Indonesian aggression,called for support for
East Timorese independence and for increased humanitarian aid.
(This statementwas made before November 28).

On December 4, East Timor"Minister for External Affairs,Jose Ramos
Horta;,.Minister for Political Affairs,Mari Alcatiri and Minister
for Defence,Rogerio Lobato, arrived in Darwin from Dili on a
charter small plane. The plane was only allowed.to leave Darwin
after angry protests from unions,aid organisations and churches
to,the Department of Foreign Affairs which banned the flight for
over 24 hours.

Mr. Ramos Horta is travelling to the United Nations, on the invit
ation of the UN Decolonisation Committee chairman,the Tanzanian
permanent UN representative, Mra Alcatiri and Mr. Lobato are flying
to Mozambique and other African nations that have recognised the
•HI

Democratic Republic of East Timor.
The People's Republic of Mozambique, the PR of Angola, Guinea-Bissau,
Cape Verde and San Tome have recognised the new Republic, Other
nations are expected to recognise the DRET in the coming days.

On arriva.1 in Darwin, Mr. Ramos Horta said his government was
"very disappointed with the general Australian attitude",in

terms o*f the performance of the present and previous Australian
governments. The previous Labor government,"particularly Mr.
Jsfhitlam...'•• .had been greatly responsible for Indonesian interven
tion. "Mr* Whitlara has blood on his hands",Mr, Horta said.

"We would accept a UN neutral zone along the border(with Indonesian
Timor) policed by a neutral force," he said.

On December 2, the Australian Department of" Foreign Affairs advised
in strong terms all Australian citizens to leave East Timor.The

#'.

evacuation occurred that day,with only journalist Roger East, who
is helping.establish the East Timor News Agency (ETNA) and two

elderly. Australian residents who own property there,remairijngo
Journalist Michael Richardson ,an Australian who eye witnessed
Indonesian ships and planes bombing the town of Atabae before its
capture by the Indonesians on November 28, said that the objective
of the
evacuation was to provide the Indonesians with a country
without foreign observers ,to enable them to attack at will.

Doctors-from the private aid. group. ASIAT (Australian Society for
Intercountry Aid -- Timor) who were evacuated said they felt compelled
•!w leave because of continual threats over Radio Kupang,in Indonesian
Timor, that any Australians found in East Timor when the Indonesians
invade would be treated as "communists" and killed."The ^ast Timor

government condemned the ASIAT team for leaving in panic,csiu-sing concern
among the people.

Fears for Australians caught by Indonesians in East; Timor arose from
the murder of five Australian TV newsmen killed by the Indonesians
when they captured the border village of Balibo.
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The Campaign for Independent East Timor today condemned the attitude
of both the caretaker Government and the former Prime Minister,Mr.
Whitlam.

Both had betrayed the East Timorese people. Mr. Whitlam had in August
1974 given the Indonesian generals the green light when he said the
best solution would be integration of East Timor in Indonesia,that
East Timor could not be viable and would be "a potential threat to
security in the area."

Throughout the following year, he refused to condemn the Indonesian
attacks.lt was only in October, after the death of Australian newsmen

that his Foreign Minister,Senator Willessee made a statement which
although refusing to condemn .outright the Indonesian aggression,
said the government would be unhappy if such a report was correct.

The present caretaker government Prime Minister,Mr. Fraser and his
Deputy Prime Minister,D Anthony have an even worse record. In September
they called for Australian troops to be sent to East Timor to crush
the "pro-communist" Fretilin. As late as late November, a senior
Country Party Leader (number four in the caretaker government),Ian
Sinclair, said Fretilin was communist and a threat to Australia,
The CIET feared that if the Fraser caretaker government was elected
on December 13, it would fully support an Indonesian invasion^deapite
the low-key approach it is taking at the moment.

If Labor wins the elections, Mr. Whitlam will face very strong press

ure within his own party and from the trade unions to publicly
condemn Indonesian aggression and recognise the Democratic Republic
of East Timor. No doubt he would resist such pressure, but the prospects
of the government taking such a stand would be much greater than
under a Fraser government.

The CIET feared that the outright Indonesian invasion would take place

on or around December 13.

The United State President Gerald Ford was

due to visit Indonesia on December 5 and 6. It was unlikely the

invasion would occur immediately he left and certainly not while he
was there.

But by December 13, with the Australian elections in their final
stage,Indonesia was likely to act.

Already, Indonesia is preparing for the invasion through its psychologic
al warafre. Indonesian propaganda is claiming the puppet parties

mythical "armies" are advancing on Dili — that they are coming from
the south and west. rn fact, there is not a single pro-Indonesian or
Indonesian soldier in the south,while the invading force that seized

Atabae ,70 kms wast of Dili, are being held on the banks of the
Leos river, 60 kms fDDm Dili,

Rogerio Lobato,Minister of Defence, said that on DeCamber 2,Indonesian
warships shelled Fretilin positions on the river for three hours.But
Fretilin forces suffered no casualties.
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The CIET believes that the current Indonesian psychological warfare,
claiming "victories" close to Dili, was preparing the way for a
fullscale naval,air and marine attack on the capital. With Australian
journalists ,now out of the city, they will no doubt claim that the
Indonesian attack is the UDT and APODETI finalising their non-existent

march .on Dili.

••••.•••

;••

*

Another possible alternative would be for the Indonesians to launch
a naval,air and marine attack qn other coastal towns,particularly

3aucau,the second main town,where there is an international airport.
These attacks would no doubt be proclaimed as "uprisings" by pro-

Indonesian forces, and would prepare for a final attack on Dili.
While Indonesia could in all probability capture main coastal
towns, they would never be able to pacify the whole country,and

&J

particularly the rroaatainous interior ,where the big majority of
the population lives.: With the wet season now in full swing, the
country's roads,which are always almost impossible for travel, are

t:
f,
I

imppssable.With no bridges over the rivers in flood, with numerous

|

roadblocks every few miles along the roads,and with well trained

village militias prepared to stage guerrilla warfare, the Indonesians,
at least for the coming months,would be isolated and surrounded in
the few coastal towns they could capture by

a marine assault.

|
j
[

In such a situation, international support for the East Timorese
people is absolutely vital.

\
j

Any Indonesian invasion would result in a Vietnam-style war .The
East Timorese people are totally united in opposition to integra-

'.
;

tibh into Indonesia,and support for independence is total.

•

Tt should be recalled that the. rump of the UDT (Timor Democratic

[

Union) has disbanded the basis on which that party was formed.
It has since its formation opposed integration,at first supporting
Spinola's plan for a "federation" with Portugal,then adopting a
policy of independence. In January 1975 it formed a coalition with
Fretilin, for independence and against integration.

]'•
'

When UDT staged its premature coup attempt on August 11,with the
encouragement of the Indonesian,American and Australian security
services, it immediately declared independence. . When some of their
leaders fled to Indonesia,they called for integration in Indonesia.

\

UDT leaders in Dili and Australia have condemned those leaders in

j

Indonesia, saying they have betrayed the East Timorese and the UDTo

The pro-Indonesian party APODETI never

more than support from severaj.

hundred personso Its only demonstration in Dili marshalled 200,against
20,000 for Fretilin before August 11.
';•

i
;

Fretilin's support has been attested by all independent observers.
Fretilin last June won 90 percent of elections held for village luirais
(chiefs) conducted by the Portuguese. It was confident of winning

'
|
'•

similar support in the general elections projected by the Portuguese
for October 1976„ It was because UDT knew it would lose those
elections that it precipi&ited its August 11 coup attempt.
;

\
j
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Fretilin has won support fron the vast majority of the People
before August 11 through its anti-illiteracy campaign.establish
ment of people's health centres in villages,the formation of
consumer and production co-operatives and its encouragement of
Timorese culture, crushed under 400 years of Portuguese colonialism.

Since the defeat of the UDT coup attempt, Fretilin has ^organised
tne economy avoided starvation and famine, and restored order. It
has an egalitarian philosophy, "nfruberism'', based upon the poor,
illiterate and formerly despised "mwbetaV Massive efforts in
Planting formerly uncultivated land will ensure the ^etilin
leaders are convinced, that the next harvest will be the biggest
in 400 years,and end the need for imports.

In the immediate period ,however, there is a food shortage,and

Australian non-government aid organisations have punched an

anneal for $250,000 to avoid famine. Already nearly $200,000

has been donated to the Timor Relief Appearand the first shipment
of food ,seeds and medical supplies have been delivered.

East Timor urgently needs however fuel sullies :^

f«e^^ de**"

roved by the UDT, while the Indonesians are maintaining a naval

blockade on any substantial supplies reaching the island.

The criminal actions of the J^^"^-^^^ ^goternmen*

:rmak:%::rsfc/sZii^faE^i.
and aid to the International Red Crossc-^.i'-y.sjriasr""'
team in &ast Timor; laces
East Turner w»h an emergency situation.particularly in relation to
fuel.

The current difficulties in East Timor are very small however compared
with the catastrophe that will follow any Indonesian *»"»««*«

invasion. The Indonesian generals,who massacred one «"J°» °f *?J"

own people when they seized power in 1965 can be expected to *nflxct
a similar massacre on the East Timorese. But they will also WJ
heavy cost lor rather the Indonesian soldiers who are sent to fight
will

do

so.

The East Timorese will fight a guerrilla warfare similar to that fought

by the Vietnamese people. They will be able to tie down tens of

thousands of Indonesian troops,who will have to be equipped with
billions of dollars of modern weaponry.

In the final analysis, the Indonesian generals will be signing their

own ueath warran/if they invade. For the Indonesian people will not
accept for any length of time such an atrocity.

If Indonesia accepts the Democratic Republic of East T^'Jr^u"

has guaranteed non-interference in Indonesian affairs,good neighbourly

retafion'in
which Indonesian views will be frj-^.^fj*^
But such guarantees cannot be expected from Fretilin if a fullscale
invasion is launched, or a "creeping" invasion continued.
It is crucial that world opinion be awakened to the crisis in

East Timor and the alternatives. In Australia, the camapign m solid
arity with the East Timorese people must be stepped up. The
Portuguese government must be pressed to recognise East iimor.The
Democratic Republic of East Timor must win its seat in the.United
Nations. All Indonesian forces must v/ithdraw from ^ast Timor.
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STATEMENT 3Y INi)0NE3IAH SOLDIER CAPTURED IN EAST TIMDB
NAME: Welli

STATUS: Married — six children from one to 14 years of age
30RN: July 4, 1939 at Pringtutul, Qombong
RESIDENCE OF FAMILY: Jakarta. Rt.005,Rw.02,Kmp Gedong
WIFE'S NAME: Saminah

FIRST CORPORAL INFANTRY No. 368113

BATTALION OF INFANTRY No.315 —Krawang —

West Java

BATTALION COMMANDER: Sumarna
COMPANY COMMANDER: JOKO

1. Came from Jakarta to Kupang by plane in a company of 90 soldiers under
the command of Lt. Joko to fight against UDT and Fretilin in Portuguese

Timor. From Kupang they came by car to Weluli,an Indonesian village
near the border. In Weluli the company was divided into three groups.

^ne of the groups had crossed the border in the area of Maliana.

Another one, the one he belonged to under the command of Lt. Joko wenf
in the direction of Bobonaro.He doesn't know where the third group
went.

2. They had AKA machine guns and grenades. With each grcup there was

a team specialised in grenades and rockets .There was also a radio
receiver-transmitter for each group.

3. His group went to Bobonaro guided by ten men from Indonesian Timor
and Portuguese Timor and they were received in the little village

of Masop.near Bobonaro,by a bearded man whom he thought was the local chief,
as the people were scared of him and showed him great respect.In
front of the Indonesian group, this man killed another man,but he
doesn't know why.

4. They went to attack the Bobonaro military unit on the night of
September 14-15 .Commander Joko told them that these were the enern^,
® 5 . When the military unit

replied to their fire,and some of the

guides fell dead, he and his colleague withdrew.He was lost in the
mountains.The civil population was hostile and even the women and
children threw stones at him and then disappeared into the forest.

6. After five days ,when he was very hungry,because during this time
he had only eaten sweet potato leaves, he was invited by a woman

to go to a village ,where she gave him food. Suddenly, he was surround
ed by men carrying bows and arrows,spears and knives. These
men handed him over to three soldiers who appeared in the village
guided by a young girl.

(Fretilin comment: We believe that the third group which Welli
didn't know where they went,was the one which attacked the village

of Suai on the night of September 20-21.A11 three groups were def
eated with total support of the population.The bearded man referred

to by Welli was chief Celestino Barreto,who was attacked by the people
of his village after the failure of the Indonesian troops.Later he
was killed by the people.)
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Australia —December $542
STOP THIS '^IMILJAL GENOCIDAL INVASION

At 4.30am,(^Twelve Indonesian warships began to bombard

the city of

Dili. Shortly afterwards, eight Indonesian planes dropped waves of
paratroopers in and around the city„At the same time hundreds of

Indonesian troops stormed ashore in small boats from the

warships.

Throughout the day before, the government of the democratic Republic
of East Timor had been evacuating East Timorese from the city,to
the surrounding mountains. Only a relatively small number remained,
while the Chinese population decided to stay in place*

From brief radio messages received in
the past few days,and
discussions on strategy planned ,it seems East Timorese forces
withdrew to the outskirts of the capital,to the south,where forest
covered hills rise steeply. There they formed a defence line,which

not only held the Indonesian attack,but was strong enough to mount
a

counter-attack.

On Tuesday,December 9, the CIET in Darwin monitored a call in
the evening which came from Alarico Fernandes, Fretilin general
secretary and Minister for Interior and National Security.He

said that

Timorese forces still held two-thirds of the capital*

A later call, monitored by Australian Telecommunications Office
in Darwin ,received on the morning of December 10,said that

Dili had fallen to Indonesian forces.It was signed Alarico Fernandes
CIET was treating this with caution however,not excluding "black
propaganda"

by the Indonesians,or interference from the ASIO

(australian Security Intelligence Organisation) which has actively
prevented messages from East Timor reaching addressees and the public

in the past few days (see further on in this article).Telecom took

the unprecedented step of immediately releasing the message to the
press.

However,whatever the current military situation around Dili as we
write ,it is clear that Indonesian propaganda claims of total
victory are false.Indonesian Foreign Minister Adam Malik admitted
as much this raornign when he said Indonesian forces held "most"
of Dili.He said
Indonesia.

that more "volunteers" would be needed from

The messages received

have however been

overwhelmingly poignant

appeals for humanitarian help. Messages have spoken of Indonesians
indisciiminantly killing a thousand women and children,mainly
Chinese.Of women and children being dragged from churches where

they have sought refuge and executed on the spot*

Many such messages

appeal for evacuation of women,children and wounded by Australia*
These calls have come from Dili,with gunfire audible in the background.
The Australian Government has refused all demands that evacuation

aircraft and ships

foe sent to Dili* The Australian Council for Overseas
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Aid (ACFOA) ,combining most non-government overseas aid organisa
tions; has a barge with nearly 100 tons of food and other medical
supplies ready..to go to Dili. ACFOA has asked the Australian gover
nment :>to urge Indonesian government guarantees of safe passage,
but again no such initiatives have yet been taken.

The Australian caretaker government seems willing to see yfhe
people of East Timor suffer a horrifying ,genocidal massacreiwithout
even making an effort to force the ^Indonesians* *to establish a

neutral zone ,around Dili htbspital, to allow Red Cross medical teams
and supplies to treat the, wounded.

The Indonesian government hides behind the transparent fig-leaf that
the Indonesians are "volunteers" helping the puppet UDT and APODETI
parties,which "asked" for Indonesian help.
No doubt the Indonesians would also like world opinion to believe
the warships,submarines and airplanes are also somehow; "volunteered"
out of some non-existent force* They, are obviously Indonesian,while
all the forces fighting are also regular Indonesian troops,as Malik
admitted in the first days,before the storm of opposition arose
in Australia

and elsewhere*

\

THE CRIMES OF THE AUSTRALIAN CARETAKER GOVERNMENT

Over the past

six days ,the Australian appointed caretaker government

has committed crimes against the East Timorese people,which have
only been ended by the exposure of these acts by ordinary Australian
workers and people's organisations. To list them:

$ Blackout of radio messages received from East Timor : The Outpost
Radio Network in Darwin, only 300 miles from East Timor, has been
receiving messages from East Timor since the struggle began. After
a few messages immediately after the invasion were released on December

7, the

Darwin Telephone Manager's Office

placed a written order

on the noticeboard and verbally informed all radio operators to

ignore messages coming from East Timor* All messages had previously
been put on his deskoThe notice was posted December 80 All radio
operators \fere asked to sign the secrecy provisions of the Post

and Telegraphs Act. !/hen

The workers concerned, refused to carry out these instructions, and
contacted the federal secretary of their union, the Union of Postal
Clerka and Telegraphists ,WaI Rowlings in Sydney. Mr. Rowlings immed
iately called a meeting of all federal unions in this field,who

unanimously instructed the Darwin operators to ignore the direction
to sign the secrecy provisions of the Act; that it was their
moral duty to

make public all messages received from East Timor and

to refuse to go along with the caretaker Foreign Minister Peacock's
attempts to impose secrecy.
messages

removed,,

Only after- this, was the notice to ignore
•r • „ •*

However5 the Darwin Telephone Manager,Mr• Mcliebd said that he* had
be told by: ASIO to send all messages to the Department of Foreign

Affairs«,The DFA said they would transmit; any messages received to
the addressees,but there is strong evidence $hatthjLs, has not been
done, although strong union and othei* protests are having an effect.
The blackout may well be applied again after the elections on Dec*13*
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§ Delivery of two Nomad aircraft to Indonesia

Two Australian-raadeiNomad aircraft (used for spotter duties,but also
equipped with rocket pads) ,paid for fay the Australian government
under a military aid agreement with Indonesia ($25 million in the

next two years) were due to fly from Darwin to
They have Indonesian!marking and crews.

Timor on December 12.

On^y when "an extremely reliable source" notified the Campaign for
Independent East;Timor of this, and the CIET fully exposed it and
alerted Darwin trade unions to it, did caretaker Defence Minister
Killen announce that the Nomads would not be delivered until after

the elections on December 13. However ,he said the planes were

technically Indonesian property and could not be delayed indefinitely.
A further twelve Nomad planes are being built for Indonesia at the
Commonwealth Aircraft Corporation in Melbourne. The Amalgamated
Metal Workers Union Victorian branch President Jim Roulston (who is
also junior vice president of the Australian Council of Trade Unions)
addressed the workers at CAC pn December 8 and the workers stoted to
ban any further work on the Nomads until Indonesian aggression against
East Timor ended.

The workers also

banned any further work on Sabre jet engines, being

built and repaired for the Sabre jet squadron given to the Indonesian
government by the Australian government., The Sabre jets,although
outdated by world standards, are the only major jet attack force
Indonesia has and of course in East Timor could be used to deadly
effect*

# Delivery of barbed wire to Indonesia
A few months ago, the Indonesian government ordered 200 tonnes of
barbed wire from the steel firm Lysaghts, which is a subsidiary of

the biggest Australian company Broken Hill Proprietary (which incid
entally has been exploring for minerals in East Timor voer the past

three years*)

The delivery of the barbed wire was to be completed by December 16 (th
that is loaded on ships)aIts final destination was East Timor.

Originally,it was to be sent to "Pertamina, Unit 11,South Suraartra" .
Pertamina is the national Indonesian oil company —-now shown to be
directly involved in the aggression against East Timor. There was

enouSn barbed wj[rejin a single strand to go four times round the
earth
! That gives the measure of the degree the Indonesians
aim to turn East Timor into a graveyard,and then a concentration camp.

When the l/aterside Workers Federation in Sydney, late Novombeff

decided to ban all

shipment of war material to Indonesia, the

Lysaghts company changed the shipping address to "Robins Shipyard,
Singapore" where it would then be transported to East Timor,,

Sydney waterside workers on the Neptune Amber

were suspicious on

December 2 of such a large shipment of barbed wire going to Singapore.

After some investigation,they fiound the barbed wire was really going
to Indonesiaand banned it,On December 4, cargo came on board wrapped
in cardboard.The waterside workers

noticed

below

the cardboard —
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barbed wire,with the same code markings,due for shipment from

Singapore to Indonesia* The wharfies (dockers) immediately banned
the loading of the- cargoo

The CIET now has the full details of these cargoes,and all

technical
ment itself

markings,etc.. through a" source within Lysaghts manage
«

These few examples show that ordinary Australians, and even some
at top governmental and management level ,are determined to make
sure that not one item of war equipment will be delivered to
Indonesia^

The waterside workers action recalls the days immediately after
World War II when Australian wharfies and seamen tied up dozens of

Dutch ships in Australian ports when the Indonesians were fighting
for their independence0 Today,they are sad but determined,now
that they are forced to-boycott Indonesian ships and cargoes.
# Ban, on Garuda Indonesian airlines

--%.

The Federal Transport Workers Union (NSW branch) put a ban on Garuda
Indonesian Airlines flights on December 11,forcing Garuda to cancel,

one flight from Bali"to Sydney, However, the TWU workers at the
international airport subsequently lifted the ban^This shows that
we need to do more

explanatory

work,

ROLE OF AUSTRALIAN MEDIA

With very few exceptions,the Australian media are playing along with
the caretaker government's desire to play down the Indonesian agg
ression. After some major reports on December 8 and 9, East Timor
was dropped by many radio,TV and newspapers. The media barons show
a desire to quieten down public and workers reactions.

However, today (December 12) the Postal Workers Union, not noted for
being a militant union, proposed that the ACTU place a total ban
on all connections with Indonesia. The postal workers will quite

possibly in the coming days ban all telecommunication connections
with Indonesiac This could begin an avalanche of such action —although _\
all trade is now effectively banned©
DEMONSTRATIONS

Within hours of the news of the invasion, 150 demonstrators gathered

outside the Indonesian Consulate in Sydney.On December 8, 300 massed
and marched on Garuda Airlines, Later that night5Garuda airlines
window was covered in red paint. On December 10, Dr. Liz Elliott
poured human blood over herself and the consulate,in a very

effective personal protest at the murder in East Timor.3he was fined
$509and received very wide media coverage. On December 9, 1,000
gathered in Melbourne in a protest rally and march.In Ade^aide,
100 protested on December 10 and 100 In Brisbane on
ALL

December 11.

-'THIS OCCURRED IN THE FINAL WEEK OF THE MOST HOTLY CONTESTED

AND CRUCIAL ELECTION CAMPAIGN IN AUSTRALIAN HISTORY.

Much bigger demonstrations are planned for December 17.

In Sydney,there is a 24 hour police guard, inside and outside the
Indonesian Consulate and Garuda airlines.
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In Port MoresbyfPapua^New Guinea, on December 11, 200 persons held
a protest rally,c'alled by the Women's Action Group, against the
invasion. Government parliamentary members voiced concern and

said that they feared

the Indonesians would next try to "integrate"

Papua-New Guinea (which borders West Irian) •

Papuans and ^ew Guineans have cause to fear. Former Australian consul
to East Timor ( 1966-9) Jim Dunnjwho has spoken up courageously agains
the invasion,although he is a senior public.servant, said that when
he visited East Timor last October as leader of an ACFOA investigation
team, he was handed a letter ,which he still has in his possession,
written in Indonesian, found on the body of an Indonesian soldier
killed in the border fighting.
The letter said in substance that while the dead officer and his

brother officers supported the integration of ^ast Timor in Indonesia,
they were much more anxious to iintegrate "East Irian" —or Fapua^ew Guinea^which ,he said, should be next.
Hole of former ^rime Minister Whitlam

The dismissed Prime Minister and Labor Party leader Mr. Whitlam,has
refused to condemn the Indonesian aggression (merely "deploring " it).
He has said it was "inevitable" because of the fighting between the
three East Timorese parties,none of which,he said ,could claim a
majority* He "understood" Indonesian concern ,etc.

His position has angered many of his own fellow Labor parliamentarians
r>.nd trade unions. But they have felt constrained from directly critic
ising him because of the election campaign. Former Urban Affairs
Minister Tom Uren however spoke at the December 8 Sydney rally,condemne
the invasion, called for immediate withdrawal of Indonesian troops
and for immediate humanitarian aid. Senator Gietzelt called for immed

iate end to military aid.Ken Fry MHR called for these,plus

recogn

ition of the Democratic Republic of East Timor.If Labor wins tomorrow's
elections9 then Whitlam will be forced to take a stronger line,or
face a public revolt by his fellow MPs.

The CIST has been highly critical of the

role Whitlam has played,

which we consider no different from the present conservative caretaker
government*But we recognise the strong support for East Timor in the
unions, Labor Party and among Labor Party parliamentarians can force
him to change,if he is re-elected Prime Minister on December 13.

The Liberal-Country Party coalition on the other hand is led by men
sUch as Fraser,Anthony and Sinclair who have publicly said Fretilin
is "communist" and a "threat" to Australia. They in fact totally suppor
Indonesia, despite the UN vote forced on them by public pressure,
at the time of an election campaign.
Perspectives-

-• •;

Unfortunately, Australia virtually closes down for a month around

Christmas.This is the summer holiday period .Until mid-Janauary,most

factories and offices will close from around

December 20. This poses

very big problems in continued mobilisation; However,there is a centre
for action: Indonesia plays Australia in the Davis Cup tennis round
in'Hobart, in January. We shall do everything;possible to stop this.

Meanwhile,consciousness-raising, strengthening bans on trade,etc. will
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be vigantly watched arid extended wherever possible. However, it
is a period when mass demonstrations will be difficult to organise.
We therefore make a special appeal to overseas organisations to
make action in this period a particular concern*
How will the Indonesian pedple react ?

We have on very good authority,from an academic who met a top
Indonesian general overseas recently, that the Indonesian army is
very much divided about this invasion.
It is General Ali M rtopo "project officer for the acquisition of

East Timor1* who has

promoted the invasion,in co-ordination with some

of the younger officers who hope to win promotion.

t*any generals are however totally opposed to such an invasion —and
this includes those who supported the 1965 coup and can be by no
stretch of imagination be described as "progressive".
It is well known that Indonesia is bankrupt and cannot continue such

a long drawn-out war as they face in East Timor,without a very big
infusion of military and financial aid«They are looking for such
aid from the United States.
IT IAS NO ACCIDENT THAT PRESIDENT FORD AND SECRETARY OF STATE

KISSINGER WERE IN JAKARTA ON DECEMBER 6 —only hours before the
Indonesians launched the invasion. Kissinger said the US would refuse

to recognise the Democratic'Republic of East Timor "and fully under
stood the Indonesian position." Australian press reports claim
that Kissinger and Ford knew of and approved of the invasion when
they were in Jakarta^

The US Congress has already expressed grave doubts about Indonesian
aid requests,because of the 55,000 political prisoners still held
in that country.Observers explain this is the reason some of these
prisoners have been released in recent months.

It is absolutely vital that the US Congress not approve aid to
Indonesia.

The Indonesian armed forces are run down. They have little in the way
of an effective airforce.The army is in the vast majority in fact an
administrative and business machine.Only a few thousand crack,US grained
paratroopers ,marines and "red berets" are an effective and efficient
fighting force.These are already fully engaged in the East Timor
invasion --and as the accompanying Fretilin messages show have made
little progress.

All sources agree Fretilin has enough light infantry weapons to fight
a guerrilla war for one to two years —and their great courage and
success so far in containing the invasion to a few square miles in
the centre of Dili shows just how capable they are at revolutionary
war. The Indonesian soldier ,on the other hand,lacks motivation,and

depends on corruption at home base to feed his family.

The next few months could see some surprise developments in Indonesia,
in West Timor and in Jakarta itself.

WE WILL' SEND MORE TIS
SUCH
ANALYSES
COMINGbyWEEKS—Denis
Freney
Archives,
File IN
3A3THE
: Digitised
CHART
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EAST' T.IM0RE3EI FORCES tilVE; HEAVY'
BLOW TO XNDSBESIAN INVASION/' —

;; In a;, message to.Dr0 Bill Roberts,Action for World Development and
Australia East Timor Association in Melbourne, the Fretilin; central
committee on December .13 said that the Indonesians were, still only
holding the downtown area of Dilio

Baucau,the second main city, is in

the hands of Fretilin, although

under continual shelling from eight warships and planes,, Indonesian
paratroopers were;dropped ontwo small villages some kilometres
from Baucau?but have been contained and are under strong, attack*,

On the border9 despite very heavy shelling over the past few weeks,
Indonesian forces have failed to take any core villages*, The town
'HLggdl

of Suai, claimed,by the Indonesians,has repelled ;many, attacks*.
In the fighting on the border area,the whole population is mobilised
and there and around Baucau, the people are using not only modern
weapons,but traditional weapons such as spears, traps and bows and

arrows (with poisoned tips) to great effect<in gasrrilla action.
The December 13 message repeats the horrifying account of Indonesian
massacres » Virtually the whole Chinese population of Dili had been
massacred. Women were being taken onto the Indonesian warships, contin
ually raped,then ihurderedo
,
Meanwhile,., an Australian student activist who has just re/turned
after .spending, two weeks in. Bali, reports, that .she met. a Balinese

whose brother had been killed in the flghting;, and who claimed that
500 had been killed in the first days*. (The conversation took place
last Wednesday)»

She said that she was lodging near' '" Denjiasar airport»AlI local
Garuda and Merpati Indonesian airlines flights had .been halted,but

their planes were flying out every half-hour loaded with troops and
supplies for East Timor» Arodnd the airport, thousands of troops
were camped,fully armed and with large amounts of equipments

Among the ordinary people^ she found

total opposition ' to the invasion,

a fear that it would be a long-drawn out war.,and may involve Indonesia
in a larger:War^She''said the people were little informed of the

nature of Fretilin'oThey thougnt it was 'Vcommunist" and partly accepted .
that it could be a base«But they did not accept the fiction that

UDT and Apodeti were a real force* But despite their ignorance of
the situation,; they felt strongly that Indonesia should keep out,and
that-'

the generals had over-reactedu

She also said: she heard from a top airlines official that the Indones

ians were very upset by trade union reaction in Australia, which they
said was the work of "communist" unionisisbThey said they would react
strongly to any ban on Garuda flights to Australia and ban Qantas(Australian airline) rights in Indonesia,and try to have Qantas banned else
where in Asiaa
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The CIET has obtained full details of barbed wire ordered in Australia
by the Indonesian government*

Last month, the Indonesian government placed an order for 200 tonnes
of barbed wire with Lysaght Pty«Ltd.,Australia, Lysaghts is a subsid

iary of Broken Hill Proprietory (BHP) — Australia's huge steel
monopoly,which is a multinational company in its own right,with

wide interests in oil exploration (in

joint contract with Esso),mineral

exploration,etc.

BHP has been exploring for minerals in East Timor for the past

three years0 It has extensive interests in Indonesia and throughout
Asia0

The 200 tonnes was originally to be loaded on ships by December 16.

It was produced at Lysaghts ,Five Dock,Sydney and at it's Newcastle

plant

(where high tensile wire)was being produced). All told, it

meant enough barbed wire to enclose 4,000 miles—

all for East

Timor„

This shows that not only do the Indonesian military fascists intend
to make East Timor a graveyard with its genocidal massacre,but also
to make it one huge concentration camp*

The barbed wire was originally to
South Sumatra"*

be shipped to "Pertamina,Unit 11,

Pertamina is the Indonesian national oil company

that is treated as private property by the generals.lt
debt,being

is heavily in

bailed out by huge western loans.

However, after the waterside workers (deckers) placed a ban on
all war materials to Indonesia last month, the shipment address

was changed to "Robbins Shipyards, Singapore," As reported elsewhere
in these bulletins, the Sydney waterside workers discovered this
before the full knowledge of the shipment stated above became common
knowedlge to the CIET,and banned it. Steps are now in progress
to make sure it cannot be shipped out under a false address at other
•-•sorts o

CONSERVATIVE VICTORY IN AUSTRALIAN ELECTIONSPOSES BANGERS FOR THE EAST TXMRCSSE PEOPLE

The landslide victory of the conservative parties in yesterday1s
elections poses a great threat that the new government will provide
military armaments for Indonesian aggression. It is possible the
"liberal" Foreign Minister Peacock will not be appointed and a

fiercely pro-Indonesian Minister appointed^But mass opposition will grow,
UN VOTE —

EXCELLENT,says Ramos-Horta

Jose Ramos-Horta ,East Timor1s Foreign Minister,said by phone today
he expected to address the Security Council on Tuesday*Apodeti andUDT
spokesmen had been refused this right* He had found "tremendous"
support.in the UN<, The weakest spot was West Europe he saida He hoped
to visit West Europe shortly to develop mass support. In the USAthe

appealed for cancellation of all military aid and
a ceasefire, as

for the US to demand

US weapons were being used in the invasion.
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RECEIVED FROM FRETILIN IN 3AST'

IN DARWIN D&CEMBER 15 ,6pm

TIMOR

,to Br.Bill Roberts,Australian East Timor

Association chairman, Melbourne

Fretilin forces realised yesterday several attacks in Lili eliminating
150 enemy soldiers and between 40 and 50 Javanese are killed daily.

Dili is all burnt out by cannon firing.The hospital was also hit and **ft.G|
lots of patients died. There was fierce fighting in Baucau and

N

'

Javanese are surrounded in the villages by our forces. All national
territories under Fretilin direct control and today is ninth day of

invasion* Captured Javanese soldiers have declared that this Indones
ian involvement in the border until now have died 5000 of them.
Malik

Adam / " by this unsuccessful first aggression is misleading the int
ernational opinion that he was backing pro-Indonesian parties to
restore order on Timor (and that) the Fretilin have no ability for

guerrilla warfare so we believe he is trying to fake our situation

Ch

on Timor

to justify another stronger wave of aggression instead of

accepting the United Nations Security Council resolution.The Govern
ment of East Timor appeals to international opinion and all countries
lovers of peace and progress to protest against Javanese expansionism*

Nicolau Reis Lobato

prime Minister of Democratic

Republic of East Timor,
Vice President of Fretilin

Indonesian cargo ships are loaded with products of sacking

^/=> j

like cars refrigerators i^indows scrap metal construction material
etcetera. The ships are taking away everything they can and not
bringing any humanitarian aid as Mr. Malik wants people to
believe0 Mow can you be human when you (are) killing innocents.
We counted 19 ships in Dili. The just will win.
Alarico Fernandes,
Minister of Internal Security and
Security.

TVJO AUSTRALIAN-BUILT NOMADS ON tfAY TO INDONESIA
Two Australian-built Nomads,paid for under a

%<^K&^

military aid program

to Indonesia, are due to arrive in Darwin on December 19,on their
way to Timor. The two Nomads have Indonesian markings,ate flown
by Indonesian crews and are equipped with rocket pads.They were
originally due to leave Darwin for Timor on December 12.However,
after widespread protests, caretaker Defence Minister Klllen can
celled delivery on that date,but said that the planes were legally
Indonesian property and could not be delayed indefinitely. It seems
he has now decided to hand the planes over,as the elections are

completed. The planes are a gif# from the Australian government,
which gives it the right to delay delibery until all Indonesian
troops are withdrawn. Their delivery shows the covert complicity
of the Fraser government
Indonesian
aggression.
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The Campaign for Independent East Timor and the Australian East
Timor Association are protesting strongly at the delivery of the

two Nomads,which would be used immediately in

the war of aggression

against the East Timorese people.

Trade unions, churches and student bodies have been contacted and
are also making protests.

ITALIAN VOTE KEY IN SECURITY COUNCIL DEBATE

Jim Roulston t vice president of the Australian Council of Trade
Unions and Bill Roberts,chairman of the Australian East Timor
Association will tomorrow (December 19) visit the Italian Ambassador
in Canberra to press for a vote in the Security Council by the
Italian representative,in support of the Portuguese proposal
to condemn Indonesian aggression and demand an immediate with
drawal of Indonesian troops.

Italy, Costa Rica and Mauretania

were named as the countries
currently seated on the Security Council whose votes were in doubt
in condemning Indonesian aggression. This followed a strong UN

General Assembly vote calling for withdrawal of Indonesian troops
and condemning Indonesian aggression. Reports from New York indicate

a weakened Australian /

nand covert aid

given to pro-Indonesian lobby*-

TRADE UNION ACTION AGAINST INDONESIAN AGGRESSION GROWS

On December 17,two new actions by trade unions against Indonesian
invasion of East Timor were taken.

The Victorian branch of the Meat Industry Employees Union banned
delivery of all meat and livestock to Indonesia while its troops
remain in East Timor.

In Canberra, the Australian Capital Territory Trades and Labour Council^
banned

all services to the Indonesian Embassy

and to the homes

of the Ambassador and the military and air attaches. The ban

probably take effect after the Christmas holidays,the

would

council's

secretary Mr. Charles McDonald said. It was in protest at the military
elite ruling .Indonesia, not the Indonesian people, he said.
Reports reaching the CIET say that the supply of tearbed wire —200

tonnes of it— produced by Lysaghts (a BMP subsidiary) for use in
Timor by the Indonesians, had"been shipped to AdeA&ide under a false
shipment address in Singapore,following bans on it by NS'i waterside
workers.1 Urgent efforts are being raade in Adelaide to locate the
barbed wire and halt its delivery.

The ACTU President,Bob Hawke,was reported to be consulting other
ACTU executive members concerning proposals for an emergency ACTU
executive meeting to co-ordinate ACTU and union action on Indonesian
boycotts.
150 PEOPLE MARCHED THROUGH SYDNEY STREETS ON DECEMBER 17 AFTER A

RALLY OUTSIDE THE INDONESIAN CONSULATE PROTESTING THE INVASION AND
CALLING FOR IMMEDIATE V/ITHDEAVIAL OF INDONESIAN TROOPS.Mr .George

Petersen ,Labor
for Illawarra'spoke.'
TISParty'State
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X.

Indonesia has not the military or economic resources that Amertca xtsed
unsuccessfully in Vietnam , Its a-trforce ts poorlyeqatpped.tt has
only 105000 crack frontline troops.The country is hanlcrupt through- ^
the extravagance and corruption of the generals. Only massive dutsWe
aid from America and Australia can allovf the Jakarta generals tb
maintain a long9Vietnam~styTe.war,

THAT IS WHY THERE MUST NOT BE ONE -GtW.-OR ONE BT3LLET TO THE INDONESIAN
REGIME FROM AUSTRALIA, THAT IS WHY ALL ECONOMIC AID MUST END, THAT
IS WHY THE WATERSIDE WORKERS ARE CORRECT IN BANNING ALL TRADE WITK
INDONESIA.

NATIONAL EAST TIMOR
CONFERENCE
© INTERSTATE CONFERENCE ON EAST TIMOR ... . "SATURDAY AWD SUNDAI
JANUARY 10 and 11 — AT MINTO ,in a bushland setting west of

Sydney. The conference will be residential and will discuss
the struggle in East Timorsits perspectives* and will plxm
a Vietnam Moratorium style mobilisation for early 1976,

It is

open to all who support the struggle of the East Timorese people*
COSTS: $7.50 a day cost full board and lodging . Fretilin films

will be shown Saturday evening. Further details:

Campaign far

Independent East Timors first floors 232 Castlereagh St.jSydney

• (phme: 26-1701 or 827-3598 after hours)
ENROLMENT AND DONATION FORM

Send to : Campaign for Independent East Timor, first fUm9 232
Castlereagh St.jSydney*NSW~2QQ0 (phone: 26-1701)

From : NAME:

m^^
ADDRESS:

phone:

postcode:
Organisation (if any):

I enclose $

for the INTERSTATE EAST TIMOR CONFERENCE , I

IMl be present "SATURDAY JAN. 10 /SUNDAY JANUARY 11/ BOTH DAYS

0T miy

(meals cost $2 eaah3but inclusive vn

$7.50 a day charge)

I can't be at the cmferer>,ce3 hut enclose a donatim *f

~

$^

—

to the work of the Campaign for Independent East Timor

Please keep me informed of all CIET activities.

;]:

vr""*vv7 -mrl r-i+h^™d hv r~z!T.W-»zt fl^rr.,232 Castleredgh "St. sSydney.
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KST TIMOR
It is ten days since the Indonesian generals launched their fullscale
invasion against East Timor.

But despite their use of ove™heW»rjm.ry ^^f^The

SJS; gs??rre1eTopl*avrStldreathfinvasion- W.M taw.
casualties on the Indonesian invaders.

s^/^jk^wS-s:

.ounded. The Indonesians who attempted to take Bau»»^«^rf
by the Indonesian military.

Two Indonesian transport planes were destroyed by Fretilin forces as

.^.-^^*safS^?£
illof Suai.despite continuous naval shelling and repeat at^<
patients.

person in East Timor. They have « 3 ^ n^"«

^ . without

Cross aid to wounded and medical suppltesr —tast ivmr ».*
a single doctor.

CM THE EAST TIMORESE PEOPLE.
TIS Archives, File 3A3 : Digitised by CHART

first floor*
232 Castlereagh St*
Sydney-NSW-2000

PRESS RELEASE
'•

CIET DENIES REPORTS OF
AUSTRALIAN ARMS TO

Australia
December 22

FRETILIN

There are Australian arms being used in the fighting in

East Timor, the Campaign for Independent East Timor said today.
But these arms were being used by the Indonesian aggressors,

from supplies given under

military aid from previous Australian

governments*

A front-page article in,the Age newspaper on December 18 had
«L^;f' exposed the frame-up plans of the Indonesian government relating
to alleged Australian arms being used by Fretilin forces*
The article said Department of Foreign Affairs officials were
aware of the Indonesian plan to use Australian arms they had

obtained during joint military exercises

to fake evidence of

Australian aid to Fretilin.

Two days later, Indonesian Foreign Minister Malik made the claim,
in an attempt to divert attention from the naked Indonesian
aggression against the East Timorese people.

The Fraser government plans to continue to supply military aid
to Indonesia,the CIET said.
Two Nomad aircraft were due to arrive
in Darwin last Friday,on their way to Timor* The aircraft,built
at the Commonwealth Aircraft Corporation in Melbourne,and supplied
free of cost to the Indonesian generals under military aid, have
Indonesian markings and are flown by Indonesian crews,They are

equipped with

^y-W

rocket pads* Originally they were due to

on December 12 to the Indonesians. But

be delivered

protests from unions,

churches and Labor parliamentarians obliged Defence Minister
Killen to defer delivery until after the elections. He said then
however the delivery could not be "deferred indefinitely."

Mr. Malik ,according to a Sydney Morning Herald report (December 22)
told Australian Ambassador to Jakarta,Mr. R VJoolcott, that the

arms allegedly flown by light aircraft to Fretilin came from
"individual groups and people who .* made no secret of the fact
that they were assisting Fretilin forces.

"The groups had included the Campaign for an Independent

East

Timor."

The CIET
groups

has supported,along with trade unions,churches,aid
parliamentarians, and student organisations, the

struggle for independence,led by Fretilin* It has provided
publicity material, financial aid for Fretilin leaders f speaking
tours in Australia and overseas, and organised demonstrations.
This has been financed by donations from individuals,trade unions
and student organisations. It has never supplied weapons however,
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A major aim of the CIET is to immediately end all Australian
military aid to Indonesia. It is for this reason that the Indonesian
government has singled out the CIET for its faked allegations
of supplying arms to Fretilin.
Fretilin and the East Timorese people have had remarkable success

in fighting the Indonesian invaders. Reports monitored in
Darwin from Fretilin leaders Nicolau Lobato and Alarico Fernandes

indicate that
penned into the

yesterday

the Indonesian invaders still remain

downtown area of Dili and have failed to take

Baucau,the second main city,where they are surrounded in two
small villages.

Fretilin forces have inflicted very heavy casualties on the
Indonesians —
over 1,000 invaders had been killed after
two weeks of fighting. Many more had been wounded.

Except for the downtown area of Dili, and the villages of
Balibo,Batugade and Atabae, all East Timorese territory is
controlled by the forces of the Democratic Republic of East Timor.

The dismal failure of

the Indonesian invasion so far will,

the East Timorese leaders believe,result in a much bigger attack
in coming weeks. Already 5,000 additional Indonesian forces have

ianded at Dili port area

to replace those killed or injured*

Dili is a burnt out shell,following continuous shelling hy Indones
ian warships. The Indonesians have massacred over 2,000 civilians
inapped in Dili, Fretilin leaders report. Most of these were
Chinese* The remaining Timorese in Dili have been evacuated
by the Indonesians to an unknown destination.
The CIET is totally confident that

a massive mobilisation of

the Australian people will begin in the New Year* The CIET hopes
that very large nationwide demonstrations will occur in early

February,to be followed in March by a Moratorium-style mobilisation that will rival the Vietnam Moratoriums in size.

The latest messages received via Telecom Australia in Darwin are
reproduced on the enclosed sheet.They show that despite Indonesian

atrocities, the^ ^ast Timorese people maintain
ition to

their strong oppos

the invasion.

CIET understands that deep divisions exist in the Indonesian

army in opposition to the invasion.

The

arny

divisions in

En&t and Central Java are opposed to the invasion,CIET understands,
and have refused to allow their troops to be used. These
divisions in the Indonesian military elite could result in

unexpected and rapid changes inside Indonesia, given the failure
of the invasion so far.

Other divisions in the military elite have resulted from the
financial scandals associated with the national oil company,
pertamina. The destruction of a large portion of Indonesian
crack troops, the Red Berets ,in the fighting,poses big problems
for the ruling generals.
Details: Denis

Freney —

after hours: 827-3598
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CAMPAIGN FOR INDEPENDENT EAST TIMOR , first floor, 232 Castlereagh St.,
Sydney-NSW-2000 Australia (26-1701)

MESSAGES RECEIVED FROM EAST TIMOR ,MONITORED BY TELECOM,DARWIN .
Received

late

..

\j

:afternoon,Friday December 19

Fighting is still going on in Dili and Baucau. Indonesian regular
troops are being killed by urban guerrillas and suffering heavy losses
daily when trying to climb into mountains. Two starving paratroopers
captured declared ytheu were the only survivors out of eight hundred
dropped on first day of invasion and they added paratroopers and
marines as well were forced by Indonesian government to intervene
in East Timor.

^

In Dili and Baucau Itidonesian regular army are using tanks and
ships to destroy houses farms and killing people . The government
of the Democratic Republic of East Timor
appreciate Australian
people in general and trade unions especially by its solidarity
in our struggle against Indonesian armed aggressors.
East Timor, 19 December 1975,
Alarico Femandes ,Minister for

Internal Affairs and Security,

(sent to UN Security Council,-Australian Ministry of Foreign Affairs,
Mr, Bob Rawke, ACTU and ALP. President, Radio Australia, Mr.-BenisFreney ,Campaign for Independent East Timor and Mr, Ken White,NT News,)

MESSAGE RECEIVED FRIDAY DECEMBER 19,FROM EAST TIMOR,MONITORED BY

TELECOM DARWIN 'to Mr.Bill Roberts,Australia East Timor Association,
Melbourne.

Today is thrrteenth day of invasion and enemy is still in its
•LJ

primitive positions ..

Dili and Baucau

are being incessently burned

down and bombarded by ships and planes,to protect the advance of
Javanese marines. However as East, Timorese people are fighting for

its liberation the new oppressors ceuld not take any steps forward.
Reinforcements are coming continuously from Jakarta. Paratroopers
have been eliminated and at present only marines are fighting.
Population of two localities are being fuziacated (massacred ?)
by invaders in revenge of its mounting lossess.

World, we again appeal to international opinion in all countries
loving peace and progress for a militant solidarity with people of
East Timor.

East Timor, December 19,1975
Nicolau Reis Lobato,Prime Minister
Democratic Republic of East Timor
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MESSAGE RECEIVED AT TELECOM ,DARWtN, AT 340pm,DECEMBER 21,
FROM EAST TIMOR

Indonesians have not taken notice of any United Nations General
Assembly declaration. The invaders are intensifying attacks.
Fretilin forces realised on December 17 assaults on enemy positions
causing over one hundred casualties which took invaders to revenge
on population by massacring ,burning houses and raping young

girls. Once again we deeply condemn Indonesian aggression

and

insist on immediate withdrawal of i t s forces.

In spite of intense bombardment in Dili and Baucau ,Fretilin
still controls all territory .

Commenting positions taken by Jakarta government taken up to now seems
that immediate ceasefire and withdrawal of its troops recommended

by the General Assembly United Nations will not be respected by

Jakarta .But on contrary everything has indicated that Jakarta is

j^

trying to get justification to intensify the aggression against
the people and territory of East Timor. The announcement of
Provisional Government aboard one of eleven Indonesian warships
in Dili harbour and give necessary maneuvering for Jakarta

realisation of its strategy . It is more likely that Malik and Suharto
will be going to talk about Indonesian intervention by reguest
of that fake government.

While international organisations and countries of lovers of peace
do not take immediate and energetic actions,atrocities of men,Women
and children still go on. Barbarities with no parallels in history.
Government of the Democratic Republic of East Timor on behalf of

East Timorese people calls attention to new scene in East Timor
and appeals to all peoples,international organisations in all
countries to take similar action to force the aggressors to

withdraw from East Timor and stop the massacres of maubere

(poor)

people at any justification of whatsoever Jakarta might say.
Respectively,
Ni col a u

ReJ •> Loba to ,

Prime Minister, Democratic Republic
of East Timor

(Dated in message December 20,but received in Darwin,December 21).
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MASSIVE INDONESIAN AGGRESSION
LAUNCHED CHRISTMAS DAY

At 9am on Christmas Day, December 25, massive Indonesian^ attacks^
were launched at Dili, Baucau,Suai, Licica ,Tiiomar,Aipelo: and Bar*;
ons

zartete.

n\

,:.;

These attacks follow within days of a unanimous United Nations

Security Council resolution calling farrthe immediate withdrawal
of Indonesian troops from East Timor,

According to Hamish McDonald,Melbourne Age correspondent in Jakarta
about 10,000 Indonesian troops had been poured into East Timor
earlier this month. According to reports last week from Fretilin,
very large numbers of Indonesian troops landed at Dili port,The

Fretilin reports estimated them at 15,000 and "too many to count."
Similarly,^large numbers were poured into the Baucau area,where
1,000 Indonesian troops had been pinned down by East Timorese forces
in villages west of Baucau.

The massive assault in Dili and Baucau forced Fretilin troops and
militia to retreat from both towns,and their surrounding hills.
Fretilin forces are now regrouping

in the mountains. A message

from Fretilin secretary-general and Minister for Internal Affairs,
Alarico Fernandes said they were exhausted and urgently needed medical
aid.

It is understood the Indonesians also seized ^aucau international
airport,after bitter fighting for two weeks.

The attacks on the other centres were preceded by heavy naval shelling
and air bombing. Troops and amphibious tanks landed on nearby beaches
The message from Alarico Fernandes,monitored in Darwin on December 26
said that a large number of troops had landed at the small northern
coastal village of Aipelo and then spread out,some led by tanks pushed

towar.3s Baifcartete, about ten miles inland.
Another northern attack was on the seaside town of Lie \ce ,with a
naval and air bombardment and a marine landing. The situation in

Licica.

*s unlce&r with fighting sitll believed taking place.

The attack on Suai
marine landing.

was also preceded by air and nval bombing and

Suai lias been shelled by ships offshore many times

bei^x'e and has been th[e subject of nav attempts to capture it from
the border. The landing at Tilomar to the west of Suai was also
part of the attack on Suai*

It is understood that 20,000 Indonesian regular troops —marines,
paratroopers,the crack "Red Berets" and other forces — were
involved in these attacks.
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The new Indonesian thrust appears £o the CIET to have a number

of goalStFirsty to'secure Dili and Baucau, second to capture the
northern coasta-1 towns of Licica and the town of Barzatete,

several miles inl-and; third, to take Suai on the south, opening

up thepossibility ofsecuring the central and southern border
area where the Indonesians have made lijtfe headway©
Licica ,like Dili is right on the sea,and represents a relatively
easy goal« Barzartete is in a mountainous area and.,will be ,a real
test of Indonesian possibilities of pushing inland* The roads are
all but impassable in the present wet season ,while the area is mpuntainous. CIET is however not aware of how well defended this area

is. In border fighting in the past however:, Indonesian forces have
been unable to make no headway in pppulated areas. :;.->.
Suai is also inland,although within the 17 kms. shelling range of

Indonesian warships? A marine landing will have difficulty in
penetrating the area. Fighting around Baucau showed that in the .

^^
via

areas where towns are even a few miles in!and,Fretilin forces have

been able to contain

relatively small attacks (1,000 men in Baucau);

However "the area around Baucau is relatively flat (particularly around
the_international airport) ,whereas at Suai it is very mountainous.

Roads

on tne south coast are totally impassable in the present

wet season,,

According to a report in the Melbourne Age,anIndonesian hmgn-flyin&

plane

dropped four bombs on the town of Aileu,40 miles &outh

of

south of Dili and deep in the mountainous centre of East Timor yesterday,
Fretilin's central leadership rmmains intactj in the Aileu-Ainaro
region. Alarico Fernandes said in his message however that the. : ;

situation there could be critical in the coming days.

The fact remains however that as of writing Dili and Baucau alone
remain in Indonesian hands,and that only after a deployment of
up to 15,000 troops in that region. The coming days will show
if the Indonesians are able to take the towns of Barzartete and

Suai,both key tests for their ability to penetrate inland. It
will also

be

a test to see if they can take Licica without a

greater commitment of troops.

Even if Suai and

Barzartete do fall, it will still

be a major

test for the Indonesians to.see if they can take towns further
inland ,out of the range of shelling by warships.
The message from Alarico Fernandes repeated

wherever they landed were massacring

that the Indonesians

civilians,including women and

children,indiscriminately. The full dimensions of their genocide
is clear to all observers© All persons over ten are treated as

Fretilin and "communists" ,to be wiped out. The world must be
alerted to this criminal genocide,repeating Suharto1s* 1965 massacre

of half a million opponents in Indonesia,and the crimes of the Nazis.
The hypocritical Indonesian government's' claims that only "volunteers"
are fighting in East Timor at the "invitation" of the "provisional
government" of the uppet AFODETI party,stationed under guard on an
Indonesian warship in Dili harbour,ig-so
can take it seriously,

obviously a lie that no one
••••
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Sydney -NSW-2000
December 30,1975
CONCERN AT

FATE OF

AUSTRALIAN JOURNALIST
ROGER EAST

Roger East, Australian journalist

who was in East Timor when the

Indonesians attacked the capital,Dili, on December ?

has been

SiAjL

^s

missing since that date,

In a radio message from East Timor moni^pxad—fey the Camparign for

|^

Independent East Timor in Darwin on (December 23,)Mr. Alarico
Fernandes, Minister for Internal AffaX3*s—a£-#he democratic
Republic of East Timor, said that Fretilin forces had lost
contact with Mr. East since December 7»

He was last seen,Mr. Fernandes said, in company with
officials in the East Timor administration.

by Mr. Fernandes. wereinacio de Mourm
Mr.

three

The three named

f Mr. Pina Car.apinha

and

Borza da Costa.

The first two -de-Haura and QjGis&pinha-- were Portuguese who had
opted to remain in East Timor after the withdrawal of

the

Portuguese forces last August. Both were reported by the Indones-

ian news agency,Antara, to have "surrendered", with Dr. GarvtiThOj

#^

Fretilin economics minister, in the first days of the invasion.
If the two Portuguese were now in Indonesian hands,and still
alive,

the whereabouts of Roger East must raise grave concern.

It seems likely that

Mr. East would have been with the two

Portuguese when they

were captured of surrendered •

Is he also

a prisoner of the Indonesians,or was he killed ?
The fate of the five Australian TV newsmen

the Indonesians

at Balibo last

who were killed by

October ,despite the fact that

they clearly identified themselves, must

deepen concern. The

Indonesians and their puppet UDT and APODETI leaders have repeated
many ;times over

Radio Kupang from Indonesian Timor that all

Australians found in East Timor when they took over would be killed
as "communists".Is this the fate of Mr.

East—?

.

The CIET calls on

the Australian government
immediate
inquiries into
TIS Archives,to
Fileinstitute
3A3 : Digitised
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press release ... Roger East ..2
the fate of Mr. Roger East.

The CIET believes it is totally impermissable for the Australian

government to take a low key interest in East Timor, and partic
ularly in the fate of an Australian citizen.

The previous government exhibited a similar lack of concern

with fa&owing-up the death of the
killed at Balibo.

five Australian TV newsmen

This episode was concluded with the

burial

of the remains of the journalists in Jakarta,without any relatives
being present or any statement as to cause of death.

The whole East Timorese population face a terrible massacre

^

at the hands of the Indonesian troops.Already, the. virtual extin
ction of the whole Chinese population of Dili when the Indonesians

invaded on December 7, the massacre of Timorese populations

wherever the Indonesians have taken territory and the mass exodus
of tens of thousands of Timorese in front of the Indonesian

invasion , represent

a great crime against humanity.

Yet the Australian government

sits by arms folded,refusing to

even strongly protest the massacre, or prouWe

evacuation

facilities for women,children,old men and wounded facing certain
death is caught by the Indonesians.

The fate Mr. East faces or has met is only part of the fate
facing tens of thousands,even hundreds of thousands,of Timorese.
The Indonesians have sworn they will kill all Fretilin supporters.
This means 90 percent of the population. That they are willing '
to do this is shown by the massacre of all males and females

above ten years old

in areas they have captured.

If the Indonesians are allowed to

Timor ,then

commit this horror in East

Papua-New Guinea (or East Irian as Indonesian

propaganda calls it) will be next.

Resistance in East Timor continues,and will continue in the form of

guerrilla warfare.But the cost of final victory for East Timor will
be astronomically high unless the Australian government intervenes
OODetails:

enis Freney —home: 827-3598
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Indonesian aggression
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(after hours:827-3598)

intensifies

December 30
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Indonesian planes bombed the town of Maubisse ,86 kms. south of
Dili .yesterday morning according to a radio message monitored

by the Campaign for Independent East Timor (CIET) in Darwin yesterday.

©

The message, from East Timor's Internal Affairs Minister Alarico
Fernandes, said that Indonesian troops,too numerous to count ,but
at least 15,000, remained in Aileu, 40 kms. south of Dili, after
capturing the town of December 28. Fretilin forces and the whole
population had left the town as the Indonesians came up the road
from Dili, the East Timorese forces were now surrounding Aileu on
all sides in the nearby mountains.
Mr. Fernandes said that during the Indonesian advance on Aileu,
Fretilin forces had destroyed four armoured cars and two troop
transport trucks.

He said Indonesian forces ,after heavy naval shelling aniff air bombardment
had also seized the town of Suai ,on She south coast, Liquica on
the north and the two of Bazartete inland from Liquica.

Indonesian forces had! been usina heavy artillery in the attacks on
the various towns as well as tanks.

Mr. Fernandes called for the immediate expedition

of the United Nat

ions Secretary-General's representativesto witness the blatant
Indonesian aggression and force Indonesia to end its aggression.
Mr. Fernandes denied that East Timor Economics Minister Dr.

Jose Goncalves; Mr, J Carapinha

,under-secretary for transport;

Mr. Borja da Costa ,under-secretary for infomafton and Mr.
Inacio de Moura.under-secretary for tourism had surrendered to
the Indonesians on the first day of the invasion, as claimed by
Indonesian news service,Antara, They were last seen in the
company of Roger East,Australian journalist in Dili at the time of
the invasion.Since then they had all disappeared,either killed
or prisoners of the;Indonesian invaders.
Mr. Fernandes said the East Timorese people were mourning the death
of Fernando Carmo, a brilliant military commander,who died in
the fighting on the first day of. the invasion,December 7. Carmo
was well-known to Australian; journalists who went with him to the

fighting on the border region.He was 32 years of age.

Mr. Fernandes said there were still airports capable of taking
DC3 aircraft and ports to receive ships to evacuate the thousands
of women,children,old men and wounded fleeing their homes before
advancing Indonesian troops,and who would be massacred as so many
others had been if they fell into-Indonesian hands.
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The availability of such ports and airports for evacuation would
possibly last only a short period, even only days. Mr. Fernandes once
more appealed to the Australian government and people ,and to the
peoples of the world to act immediately to promote an evacuation
and medical aid, to save the lives of tens of thousands of civilians,and
to demand the immediate withdrawal of Indonesian troops in

line with

the United Nations Security Council resolution. Over 10,000 civilians
had already been barbarously siughtered by the Indonesians.
Commenting on Mr. Andrew Peacock's statement on East Timor yesterday,

the Campaign for Independent East Timor, said the Foreign Minister
was refusing to face up to the immediate question of evacuation and
medical aid to refugees caught in the fighting.
For several days he
had ignored pleas from East Timor leaders for humanitarian and evacuation
aid. RHs Department had said they received no such requests — a blatant
lie. Mr. Chris Santos, information officer with the FRETILIN foreign

affairs department had conveyed this request in writing. Cables sent
through Telecom directly from East Timor had made similar requests.
Mr. Peacock's only response has been to refuse permission for
volunteers to man private vessels to go to help evacuate.the
refuaees. There are ports and airnorts where such humanitarian- and
evacuation teams could be landed

in areas Fretilin still controls ,

which covers some 80 to 70 percent of the country.

The Australian Government would have the support of every nation in
the world if it used its own facilities in ships,aircraft and man

power to mount such a humanitarian ooeration.lt is the only country
in the region with the ability to do so. It would be highly unlikely
that the Indonesian armed forces would engage in an act of war by

attacking such a humanitarian operation. If Mr. Peacock's belief
that they would mount such an act of war is true, then the supposed
"friendship" between the two governments is nothing but a worthless
piece of paper.

The CIET said evidence was mounting that Indonesia was now eyinq

Papua-New Guinea ,or "East Irian" as it is described in Indonesian
propaganda, as their next target for expansion. The widespread alarm
in various sections of the people of Papua-New Guinea about the danger
of such an attack is well justified. Government Minister Mr. P. Lus,

Percy Chatterton and prominent lawyer and head of the Law Reform
Commissioner. Bernard Narakobi had all pointed to the danger.Mr.
Narakobi recently claimed he had evidence that the Indonesians were
subsidising the Papuan and Bougainvillean secessionist movements. Their
leaders were lionised in the Jakarta press. The Indonesians strategy

was to provoke disorder and division in Papua-New Guinea as an excuse
for invasion, Mr. Narakobi said. The Papuan-New Guinean armed forces

were poorly equipped to stop such an attack.Australia's attitude had
made it clear that Australia would not help stop such an invasion.

Under severe Indonesian pressure, the CIET learnt recently that the
Papua-New Guinean government had adopted from November the shameful
course of returning refugees from West Irian(Papua) to Indonesian forces,
who normally summarily executed such refugees caught. Such a policy
was arousino strong opposition inside Papua-New Guinea.Indonesian and
Papuan-New Guinean' troops had jointly sealed the border area adjacent to
liberated zones TIS
in West
Irian.
Archives,
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Mr. Jose Ramos-Horta,Minister for Foreign Affairs of the Democratic

Republic of East Timor yesterday sent a telegram to Mr. Andrew
Peacock , Australian Minister for Foreign Affairs, asking the

Australian Government to immediately provide evacuation and medical
aid facilities for thousands of East Timorese women,children,old
men and wounded fleeing the advancing Indonesian troops.

Q

(Mr. Horta gave this information in a phone conversation with CIET
from New :Yprk yesterday evening. He can be contacted in New York at
212-3550300 ).
The CIET today, called on the Australian Government to immediately
provide evacuation facilities, medical aid and help the Red Cross
establish a neutral zone. Mr. Peacock,the CIET said, had been contacted
by Fretilin representatives on a number of occasions in recent days
for such aid. He and his Department had said they never received any
official request. The cable from Mr. Ramos-Horta now constitutes
beyond any doubt such a request,
EAST TIMOR GOVERNMENT STILL CONTROLS 80 PERCENT OF TEREITORY

The CIET, summarising radio messages received in the past few days
from Fretilin forces in E.ast Timor and monitored by the CIET in Darwin,
said the ..Democratic Republic of East Timor government still controlled
over 80 percent of the country. It criticised confusing news reports
on the actual situation.

The Indonesian invading forces,numbering at least 30,000, only controlled

£

the following towns or villages : Dili,Baucau,Liquica,Aileu ,Suai,
Bazartete :,Atabae» Balibo and Maliana and Batugade. It is ppssible that
today Maubara also fell. However , Fretilin forces control all other
towns,and control totally the whole eastern half of the country,where
no Indonesian forces have yet landed.
It is true,however, that because of the large number of invading forces

and the use of heavy naval shelling of coastal towns and villages.ancl

air bombardment,use of tanks and other modem equipment, the Indonesians
are able to take other towns.

.

Commenting on the discussions held in Peking between

Defence Minister Rogerio Lobato and

East Timor

East Timor Ambassador in Mozambique,

Roque Rodrigues and the Chinese government, the CIET said that
East Timor had been obliged to look to the Chinese and Soviet
governments foraid, because of the failure of the Australian and

other governments to prevent or force
invading forces.
The CIET said it supported

the withdrawal of Indonesian

all international action,including military
intervention,by China or any other powers,to end Indonesian aagression,
if this action was requested by the Democratic Republic of East Timor.
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It would be hypocritical of the Australian or any other government
to try prevent or make political capital about any action any power
supporting the East Timorese people might take.
The Australian,United States and some other countries had stood by
and complacently watched a genocidal massacre of the East Timorese
people by the Indonesian military dictatorship, hoping no doubt
that would "restore stability"; to the region.
On the contrary* this invasion which has occurred with the covert
collusion of the Australian andUnited Stated governments, will •

bring the very instability < to the region
to

they claim they hoped

avoid.

The unstable Indonesian military regime, infamous for its gigantic
corruption and repression, will reap the whirlwind it has sown.
'

This regime 'remains severely divided, despite the papering-over 6f
the divisions that -'appeared in the light of day during th^Tanaka
visit demonstrations in January 1974.

:

The bloody invasion of East Timor is; strongly opposed by the
ordinary people,including ordinary soldiers, in Indonesia. Even
among the officers and generals there is strong opposition from

key and powerful army units.
The Indonesian military dictatorship is isolated in the whole
Third World : strong moves, supported by the People's Republic of

China, Mozambique and other African countries are being made to
expel Indonesia

from the Non-Aligned Bloc.

Indonesia's foreign

policy *is in a shambles.

The Indonesian military junta has been unanimously condemned
by the UN Security Council and have been told to immediately withdraw

all their troops;

The Indonesian generals failure to obey this

Security Council resolution provides' the basis for stronger action
by other powers to aid the East Timorese people.
There is a grave danger of East Timor becoming the scene of a confront
ation between major powers in the region. The only way to avoid

this is for the Indonesian generals td immediately Withdraw all their
forces from East Timor,in line with the ;UN Security Council resolution,

Details: Denis Freney: 827*3598 .Mr. Rogerio Lobato can be

contacted today and tomorrow at the Pekina Hotel, Pekino ohone ho.:

558331.
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PS : A Democratic Republic of East Timor delegation is expected to
leave for a visit to Moscow this week.The deleoation will be Ted by
Minister for Economic Affairs, Mr. Abilio Araujo.
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